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Abstract The reconstruction of particle trajectories makes
it possible to distinguish between different types of charged
particles. In high-energy physics, where trajectories are
rather long (several meters), large size trackers must be used
to achieve sufficient position resolution. However, in low-
background experiments like the search for neutrinoless dou-
ble beta decay, tracks are rather short (some mm to several
cm, depending on the detector in use) and three-dimensional
trajectories could only be resolved in gaseous time-projection
chambers so far. For detectors of a large volume of around
one cubic meter (large in the scope of neutrinoless dou-
ble beta search) and therefore large drift distances (several
decimeters to 1 m), this technique is limited by diffusion
and repulsion of charge carriers. In this work we present
a “proof-of-principle” experiment for a new method of the
three-dimensional tracking of charged particles by scintilla-
tion light: we used a setup consisting of a scintillator, mir-
rors, lenses, and a novel imaging device (the hybrid photon
detector) in order to image two projections of electron tracks
through the scintillator. We took data at the T-22 beamline
at DESY with relativistic electrons with a kinetic energy of
5 GeV and from this data successfully reconstructed their
three-dimensional propagation path in the scintillator. With
our setup we achieved a position resolution in the range of
170–248 µm.
1 Introduction
Since the beginning of the 20th century tracking detectors
have played an outstanding role for discoveries in exper-
imental particle and nuclear physics. After the first cloud
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chamber had been built by Charles Wilson in 1911, it was
possible to observe tracks of charged particles [1]. By apply-
ing a magnetic field and analyzing the trajectories one was
able to distinguish between electrons and positrons, which
were discovered with a cloud chamber in 1932 [2]. With tech-
nological progress ongoing the cloud chamber was replaced
with the bubble chamber [1] and the spark or wire chamber
[3] which allowed higher event rates, better position reso-
lution and an automated electrical data read-out. This tech-
nology was developed further to the gas-filled multi-wire
proportional chamber [3] and the gas-filled time-projection
chamber [4], which made reconstruction of trajectories in
three dimensions possible.
After the advancement in semiconductor technology sili-
con strip detectors [5,6] were developed and used for tracking
applications. During the past ten years hybrid active pixe-
lated semiconductor detectors are on the rise and expected
to achieve a position resolution down to several µm for ver-
tex tracking applications [7,8]. Besides these technologies,
nuclear emulsions play an important role as a tracking detec-
tor in OPERA [9] and scintillating fiber trackers are discussed
as a replacement for the downstream tracker in the LHCb
upgrade [10].
Although with modern tracking detectors a very good
position resolution (down to several micrometers) can be
achieved for the detection of high-energy particles (Ekin >
1 GeV), in the case of low-background experiments like
the direct detection of dark matter or the neutrinoless dou-
ble beta decay the same technologies cannot be used in
the usual manner due to the specific requirements of these
experiments. Since the main motivation behind this work
is the search for neutrinoless double beta decay [11], the
requirements of this specific research goal are discussed
below.
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In this hypothetical decay two electrons are supposed to
be emitted from a nucleus with a sum kinetic energy rang-
ing from about 0.9 MeV to about 4.8 MeV, depending on the
nuclide of choice. In a neuntrinoless double beta decay the
energy of both electrons has to be measured precisely to
distinguish it from the neutrino-accompanied double beta
decay.1 Usually in such experiments the decaying material
is the sensitive detector volume because of two reasons: (a)
The expected event rate is very low (smaller than 1 event
per 100 kg of enriched material per year [12]) and therefore
a large mass is required (with thin foils it is hard to achieve
a high mass). (b) Electrons with energies on the MeV scale
are easily scattered and therefore lose a significant part of
their energy already on very small distances. Therefore, it is
convenient to detect the electrons at their point of emission
to avoid these losses.
In neutrinoless double beta decay experiments the main
problem is the reduction of background (like beta decay
events, Compton electrons, photoelectrons, α-particles)
which can produce false positive events. Tracking might be a
valuable tool to identify such events and sort them out since
the topological structure of the trajectory of the two decay
electrons (from a neutrinoless double beta decay) is different
from other ionizing radiation. On Fig. 1 a simulated electron
with a kinetic energy of 2.8 MeV (Q value of 116Cd, a neutri-
noless double beta nuclide) and a simulated neutrinoless dou-
ble beta event as could be measured in a cadmium-telluride
Timepix detector are shown: in this case these two event types
can be distinguished by the eye but also in more sophisticated
cases methods like artificial neural networks can be used to
identify different types of ionizing radiation [14–16].
The CSDA range (approximation to the average track
length) of electrons with a low kinetic energy (0.9 MeV to
4.8 MeV) in solid or liquid materials that could be used for a
neutrinoless double beta experiment is at most a few millime-
ters. As a consequence, they are usually completely stopped
within one detector segment, such as one pixelated semicon-
ductor sensor layer or one scintillator block, and therefore a
track reconstruction in the manner of vertex tracking (where
the position information from several tracking planes is com-
bined) is not possible.
Nonetheless, in the future, tracking in neutrinoless dou-
ble beta experiments could be performed by a pixelated
readout of the charge signal with high granularity. It means
that secondary electrons which were released in a gas or semi-
conductor material by the primary particle are drifted in an
electric field to the collecting electrodes. Conductive wires
(in TPCs) or active pixel detectors (like the Timepix) collect
1 During a neutrino-accompanied double beta decay, the Q value is
distributed between two electrons and two anti-neutrinos, wherefore
the sum energy of the two electrons is a broad distribution from 0 to the
Q value of the decay.
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Fig. 1 Example of a simulated single electron (a) and neutrinoless
double beta decay event (b) with 2.8 MeV kinetic energy propagat-
ing through a cadmium-telluride sensor as could be detected with a
Timepix-ASIC. The size of a pixel is 110 µm. The length of a track is
≈1.5 mm. The color denotes the energy deposition per pixel in keV
the released electrons and generate a signal by charge col-
lection or the induction of currents. In micro pattern gaseous
detectors, the electrons are drifted towards micromegas struc-
tures or GEM-foils. The transversal coordinates perpendic-
ular to the drift direction can be measured by using at least
two read-out planes (wire planes in TPCs) or segmentation
of the collecting structure in pixels. In gaseous detectors, the
drift time of the electrons is measured to reconstruct the drift
distance (z coordinate) [16].
This method has the disadvantage that the position reso-
lution is limited by the diffusion2 of charge carriers on their
way through the sensor material (gas, semiconductor). This
limitation makes it difficult to obtain a sufficient position
resolution in a detector with large drift distance. For com-
mon materials (like liquid xenon) in use for neutrinoless dou-
ble beta experiments the diffusion radius (the spread of the
charge cloud in the plane perpendicular to the drift direc-
tion, when it arrives in the read-out plane) is larger than the
2 Besides diffusion, also the repulsion of charge carriers contributes to
the spread of the charge cloud on its way through the sensor. Here, we
use the term diffusion as a roundup for diffusion, repulsion, and other
possible effects that contribute to the spread of the charge cloud on its
way through the sensor to the readout structure.
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primary particle’s track length after the drift through the sen-
sitive full volume (if the drift distance exceeds several cm),
which makes it impossible to resolve tracks in a large sensi-
tive volume.3
This work presents a different approach for the measure-
ment of three-dimensional trajectories of charged particles.
The goal is to overcome the diffusion limitation. One possi-
ble way to do so is to use the scintillation signal instead of
the ionization signal. Scintillation photons are created along
the track and do not diffuse on their way through the sen-
sor from the point of origin to the plane where they are
detected. One can take advantage of this fact and reconstruct
the three-dimensional particle trajectory from multiple two-
dimensional projections of the track imaged with a pixelated
single photon detector. This publication presents a “proof-of-
principle” demonstration of this method. We used a plastic
scintillator, basic optical components (mirrors and lenses),
and the hybrid photon detector, as explained in the next sub-
section.
1.1 The hybrid photon detector
The hybrid photon detector (HPD) is a first-of-its-kind detec-
tor that combines high spatial and temporal resolution for the
detection of single optical photons [18]. The detector vacuum
tube consists of a bi-alkali photocathode, which has a highest
quantum efficiency of about 20 % in the blue’s/violet spec-
tral range (390 nm). Underneath the photocathode there are
two microchannel plates (MCPs) in a chevron configuration.
Beneath those are four Timepix-ASICs [21] arranged in a
2 × 2 layout (512 × 512 pixels). The tube is sealed under
a vacuum pressure of 10−10 mbar. Photoelectrons which are
released from the photocathode by optical photons are mul-
tiplied in an avalanche-cascade process in the MCPs. The
MCP acts as a multi-channel photomultiplier. Therefore, one
incident photon on the cathode results in an avalanche of
about 105 to 106 electrons on the Timepix-ASIC electrodes
with the MCPs retaining the information of the input location
in the charge cloud centroid. The overall voltage difference
between the photocathode and the Timepix is 2.4 kV. The
Timepix-ASIC is at ground potential whereas the photocath-
ode is at −2.4 kV. Because the anode is pixelated, many pho-
tons can be detected concurrently. Depending on the mode of
operation the timing resolution can be as good as 10 ns and
the position resolution as good as 6 µm. The sensitive area is
2.8 cm × 2.8 cm. A photograph of the detector is shown in
Fig. 2. Details on the HPD can be found in [18].
One Timepix-ASIC has 256×256 pixels with a pixel pitch
of 55 µm. Each pixel has its own input electrode, connected
to an analog circuitry with pre-amplifier and discriminator,
3 Tracks from some bottom part (close enough to the read-out plane)
could be resolved but not from the full volume, which is the goal.
Fig. 2 A photograph of the hybrid photo detector (HPD) connected to
a FitPix read-out [19]
Fig. 3 The operation of the Timepix in the “time-of-arrival” (ToA)
mode. After the charge pulse has been amplified and converted to a
voltage pulse, it is discriminated against a threshold level (THL). The
ToA is the number of clock cycles between the first time the voltage
pulse rises over the THL and the end of the frame
and a digital electronics circuitry. In each pixel the charge
is collected and converted into a voltage pulse. This is car-
ried out by a Krummernacher type pre-amplifier. The voltage
pulse in each pixel is discriminated against a global thresh-
old which is equivalent to approximately 1,000 e−. From this
point on, the processing in each pixel is digital. It operates in
three different ways but in this work only the so-called ToA
mode was employed.
The ToA mode is illustrated in Fig. 3. When the voltage
pulse rises above the threshold a digital register starts count-
ing clock cycles until the end of the frame. The number of
counted cycles is called ToA. This way, each triggered pixel
gets a time stamp wherefore the ToA provides an absolute
timing information for every pixel. A frame can have a fixed
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frame-time or be opened and closed by an external trigger
(timing gate). The fastest possible clock frequency is about
100 MHz wherefore every counted clock cycle corresponds
to about 10 ns. Details as regards the Timepix-ASIC can be
found in [21].
2 Experimental setup
The main idea of the experiment was to reconstruct a
three-dimensional particle trajectory from multiple two-
dimensional projections. When a charged particle propa-
gates through a scintillator, scintillation photons are emitted
isotropically along the track after relaxation of excited states.
An optical system can be used to collect the isotropically
emitted light for imaging. In the easiest possible scenario
just one single lens and one detector can be used to create
a two-dimensional image. If the same scintillator is imaged
from multiple perspectives the information can be used to
reconstruct a three-dimensional trajectory.
For a “proof-of-principle” demonstration of this method
we used a setup as illustrated on Fig. 4. A cubic plastic scintil-
lator (Bicron BC-408) with dimensions of 4 mm × 4 mm × 4
mm was imaged from two orthogonal directions. The scintil-
lation photons have a wavelength of about 425 nm. We used
two similar Thorlabs LB1761-A bi-convex lenses made of
N-BK7 with a focal length of f = 25.4 mm and a diame-
ter of d = 25.4 mm. Two mirrors (Thorlabs BB1-E01) with
a diameter of 25.4 mm were employed to adjust the optical
path. One side of the scintillator was imaged on the top half
Fig. 4 Schematic view of the setup used for the measurements. It con-
sists of a plastic scintillator, two lenses (L1, L2), two mirrors (M1, M2)
and the HPD. One projection of the electron track in the scintillator is
imaged on the top half of the HPD and the other on the bottom half.
Ds = 34 mm, Dm = 25 mm, Dh = 77 mm
of the HPD and one side on the bottom half. We adjusted the
optical setup with a laser by imaging two sides of the scin-
tillator on a paper screen held in front of the photocathode.
We did not take an actual image with the camera to prevent
the camera from taking any damage due to overillumination
with the laser.
The distances between the optical elements were Ds =
34 mm, Dm = 25 mm and Dh = 77 mm. With this geometry
we calculated a magnification of 3.3 and a light detection
efficiency of about 1.5 % per view (perspective) per image,
taking into account the geometrical acceptance, the losses
in the optical elements, and the absolute quantum efficiency
of the HPD. Although the scheme suggests that the angles
were 45◦, in the real setup the angles were about 4◦ off. With
our geometry, the focal point spread function (or blur circle)
σ f at a distance d f from the focal plane can be estimated as
σ f ≈ d f . It was calculated as described in [22]. Therefore,
we expect to see sharp tracks only from an inner part of the
scintillator around the focal plane (500 µm to each side of the
focal plane).
We used two layers to shield the setup from external opti-
cal photons: the inner layer is a dark paper board from Thor-
labs; the outer layer are walls made of 5 mm thick black
plastic. A photograph of the setup is shown in Fig. 5. The
dark rate of the HPD was 2,000 counts per second, which
corresponds to the intrinsic dark rate of the detector.
Fig. 5 A photograph of the setup used for the measurements. The
detector and the optics were shielded by two layers (black plastic, dark
paper board) from external optical photons. The beam direction is shown
in the photograph
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(a) (b)
Fig. 6 The direction of the electron beam through the scintillator
We used the setup at the DESY testbeam T-22 where the
scintillator was traversed by electrons with a kinetic energy
of 5 GeV. Electrons of this energy can be regarded as mini-
mally ionizing. Most of the time their trajectories through the
scintillator are straight lines. Concerning the stopping power
of the plastic scintillator at this energy (about 2.45 MeV
cm2g ), we
expect about 130 detected photons per view (projection) per
image. The flux density of electrons was about 1,000 e−
s·cm2 .
The maximum digital counter value in the Timepix ToA
mode is 11,810 and as we used a clock of 10 MHz (100 ns
per clock cycle), the maximum frame integration time that
could be used to avoid events with a maximum ToA value
of 11,810 (and therefore with no useful) was 1 ms.4 Since
the read-out speed of the data acquisition system is limited,
we could only start a frame every 0.1 s. To avoid dead-time
in-between and increase statistics (the number of measured
events), we used the trigger signal from the beam monitor
(two crossed scintillator panels with a PMT attached) for
the frame-stop signal in order to have a higher probability
to see one electron during one frame. However, as turned
out later during the data analysis, our trigger system had a
malfunction during the experiment and a large part of the data
has to be rejected since the ToA value of the triggered pixels
was 11,810. Therefore, the actual frame-time fluctuated a lot.
We took data at two different orientations between the
scintillator and the beam. In first case the beam transversed
the scintillator from one edge of the scintillator to the other
as shown in Figs. 4 and 6a. In the second case the setup was
titled by 20◦ with respect to the beam axis (Fig. 6b).
3 Data analysis
A typical frame contains either a track (as in Fig. 7a) as
expected or some (randomly seeming) hits (Fig. 7b). Such
frames happen if the electrons path through the scintillator
was out of the optical focus, or possibly the trigger gate closed
without any electron passing through the scintillator. This
was possible since the sensitive area of the beam monitor
4 If the ToA in the triggered pixels of an event is 11,810, the pixel could
have been triggered at any time between 11,810 · 100 ns (≈ 1 ms) and
the end of the frame.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 7 Example of two typical frames: one with a track (a) and one
with noise only (b). The color bar indicates the ToA measured in each
triggered pixel
was larger than the cross section area of the scintillator in the
setup.
Consequently, the first step was a frame selection due to
the following criteria: First, we removed frames where less
than 400 pixels were triggered. About 130 photons were
expected per view (projection) per image and due to the
electron avalanche of MCP amplification impinging on the
Timepix ASIC, one photon usually triggers three to five pix-
els (resulting in about 780–1,300 triggered pixels for a proper
event).
Secondly, for each frame all coincident hits registered with
ToA values between 1 and the maximum counter value of
11,810 clock ticks were extracted. The condition for coinci-
dence was that their ToA values differ by less than three clock
ticks, corresponding to the time resolution of the system.
These coincident hits were regarded to stem most probably
from the same electron passage. Figure 8 shows an exemplary
ToA spectrum integrated over 44,564 frames. For example,
all hits at 1,930 clock cycles most probably stem from one
electron trajectory.
During this evaluation it turned out that the time stamp of
most events was 11,810 clock counts instead of three clock
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Fig. 8 Exemplary part of the ToA spectrum. Each peak belongs to the
coincident detection of several photons; thus, to one electron track
counts as expected with the delay to the trigger. Therefore,
we have to conclude an unexpected misbehavior occurred in
the trigger system and the events between one clock cycle
and 11,810 clock cycles accidentally appeared at a particular
time in the frame. Nevertheless, since the triggered pixels
appeared in the same frame and have common ToA values,
it is very likely that they belong to the same event.
Next we performed a reduced Hough transform [23] of
the frame for each projection, i.e. we calculated the angle
between the x axis and the connecting line of any two trig-
gered pixels in each frame and sorted the angles into a his-
togram. A typical reduced Hough transform for one perspec-
tive of a frame containing a track (Fig. 9a) is shown in Fig.
9b with the corresponding frame; a “bad frame” is shown
in Fig. 9c with the corresponding reduced Hough transform
(Fig. 9d). If a straight line appears in the projection, a clear
peak can be seen in the reduced Hough transform. We inte-
grated in an interval of [−15◦; +15◦] around the bin with
the highest bin count and divided this integral by the inte-
gral of the remaining histogram. If the ratio was larger than
1 for both projections, the event was regarded in the further
analysis, otherwise it was rejected. After these three frame
selection steps the resulting number of trajectories was 26
starting from a total of 611 events with meaningful ToA value
(<11,810 clock cycles) and a total of 44,564 frames. As dis-
cussed later, the frame selection probably lead to a selection
of tracks in an interval of ≈ 0.25–0.6 mm around the focal
plane.
For the three-dimensional trajectory reconstruction we
“sliced” the two-dimensional images along the y axis, par-
allel to the x-/z-axis as shown in Fig. 10a. We obtained 512
y-slices in total; 256 y-slices for the xy plane and 256 slices
for the zy plane. The histograms of two single slices are
shown in Fig. 10b. The average x-/z-position in every slice
is determined by the mean value of a Gaussian fitted to each
histogram. The fit is performed with the maximum likeli-





Fig. 9 Examples of images (a, c) and their reduced Hough transforms
(b, d) in the xy plane. If a track is in the plateau, peaks which belong to
the direction of the track and a clear minimum appear in the transform.
In the opposite case the distribution is flat. The color bar indicates the
ToA measured in each triggered pixel
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 10 An illustration of the slicing procedure. Each frame is divided
into slices parallel to the x-/z-axis (a). In each slice the mean x-/z-
position is determined by a fit with a Gaussian. For each slice we obtain
several histogram as in (b). The histograms shown here are summed
over three consecutive slices for better statistics
the number of hits in the slice is zero, the slice is ignored. If
the number of hits in the slice is smaller than four, the aver-
age x-position is used instead of the fit since in these cases
the fit failed frequently.
The result of this procedure is shown in Fig. 11b. In this
plot, the calculated x value (on the ordinate) is plotted for
every y-slice (on the abscissa). One can see a clear trend
belonging to the actual track which is in between devia-
tions due to additional hits on the matrix. Since such hits
have the same ToA-value as the actual track, they are most
likely reflected and scattered photons from the inside and the
outside of the scintillator. They do not belong to the track
but affect the reconstruction. Therefore, it was necessary to
“clean up” the frame before reconstruction.
For this purpose, we calculated the center position for
each cluster of adjacent triggered pixels (one photon detec-
tion event) and determined the number of neighboring pho-
ton detection events within a chosen radius. After choosing
a particular radius, clusters are removed from the frame if
the number of neighbors within that radius was below a cho-





Fig. 11 Examples of images (a, c) and the fitted x-/z-position for every
y slice before (b) and after (d) frame cleanup. The color bar indicates
the ToA measured in each triggered pixel
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and of eight neighbors for the threshold value produced rea-
sonable and reliable results. One exemplary frame is shown
before and after cleanup in Fig. 11a, c with the y-slices
(Fig. 11b, d), respectively. One can see that by this proce-
dure the large deviations from the main line are strongly
reduced.
The reconstruction of the three-dimensional trajectories
was performed by correlating the y-slices according to their
y value. Every point in the trajectory is referred to as the
number of the y-slice, the calculated x-position in that slice
in the xy plane and the calculated z-position in that slice in
the zy plane. As stated above, we did not take an image of the
two projections illuminated with a laser that could provide
us with a precise relation between the xy- and zy-planes.
However, in our case of straight tracks a mismatch of the y
coordinate in the xy- and zy-planes causes only a linear shift
of the complete track in space and therefore does not affect
our results on the resolution.
4 Results
Two typical reconstructed tracks are shown in Fig. 12. As
expected one can see straight lines as trajectories. The main
reason for the deviations from the straight line or “broaden-
ing” is due to the fact that electrons do not always propagate
through the focal plane of the imaging system and therefore
the trajectory is blurred. Depending on the distance from the
focal plane the blurring affects the achievable position reso-
lution. The second limitation to the position resolution is the
resolution of the HPD which is governed by the pixel pitch of
the ASIC and the distance between the photocathode and the
MCP. The intrinsic position resolution of the HPD in the ToA
mode is about 100 µm, but the width of the blurring circle can
range from 0 to several mm, depending on the distance from
the focal plane.
Before assessing the position resolution, we evaluated the
Gaussian width obtained from the Gaussian fits to the slices.
This is an estimate for how close two tracks can be next to
each other to be distinguishable. This is an important feature
since our final goal is to measure curly tracks of low energetic
electrons where different parts of the track can be close to
each other. The distribution of the Gaussian widths for our
selected data (26 events) is shown in Fig. 13.5
In order to determine the position resolution, we fitted a
straight line to our reconstructed trajectories and considered
the distribution of residuals (deviations of the data from the
fitted line) in each point in x-direction and z-direction. As
5 The histogram contains only 8.6 % of the slices because slices that
had less then four entries are not included in the histogram. Such slices
contain usual only one photon cluster (three pixels in a row) or a part
of it (one pixel) and therefore no meaningful fit could be performed.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 12 Two examples of reconstructed three-dimensional electron tra-
jectories. The red crosses are the reconstructed photon positions of the
track. The gray crosses represent the projection of the track on the
bottom plane for better visibility. The red crosses on the xy-plane are
xy-slices that had no matching zy-slices
Fig. 13 The distribution of the Gaussian width for the slices of the
selected 26 events. The distribution contains only slices which had more
than four entries (8.6 % of all slices)
the fitted line has very small fit uncertainties due to the large
number of points in the track, it can be regarded as the actual
track. Hence, the deviations give us an estimate for how close
to the actual track a reconstructed point is and how much the
positions of the detected photons scatter around the actual
track. In Fig. 14 the distributions of residuals in x-direction
and z-direction are shown.
The histogram has a similar shape for both directions. For
z-direction the width of the distribution seems to be slightly
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 14 The distribution of the deviations from the actual track in x-
and z-directions. The fit function is given in the text. The resulting fit
values are a = 71.8 ± 4.7, b = 0.98 ± 0.11, c = (179.5 ± 16.8)µm
(x direction); a = 87.1 ± 3.8, b = 0.98 ± 0.07, c = (131.1 ± 8.5)µm
(z-direction)
smaller. The fitted distribution function as shown in the plots
has the following form:







We obtained this function from a toy Monte Carlo simulation
where the blurring effects of the optical setup are taken into
account in the following manner: first, we randomly chose a
start position for a photon within an interval of d around the
focal plane according to a uniform distribution. A uniform
distribution is chosen since the electron flux can be regarded
as homogeneous over the area of the scintillator. Depending
on the distance from the focal plane, photons from one point
will not end up in one point on the screen but in a blur circle
whose diameter can be calculated as










Fig. 15 The distribution obtained from a Monte Carlo simulation for
d = 0.4 mm in the same range as the experimental data. The data
is scaled to the experimental data by the peak height. The fit function
is given in the text. The resulting fit values are a = 86.5 ± 3.2, b =
0.55 ± 0.04, c = (246.3 ± 19)µm
Here fL denotes the focal distance of the lens and dL its
diameter. g is the object distance, i.e. the distance of the focal
plane to the lens and d is the approximate distance of the
photon from the focal plane. The formula can be derived
from considerations of geometrical optics as can be found
in [22], often used in photography. Then we calculated the
diameter of the blur circle σb according to Eq. 2, depending
on the distance d from the focal plane. In the final step,
the position of the photon on the screen is chosen randomly
according to a Gaussian distribution with σb as its width. We
simulated 105 events, which gives a distribution as shown
in Fig. 15. The function given in Eq. 1 was obtained as an
empirical fit to this distribution.
Although the correspondence of this distribution (Fig. 15)
and the result of the experiment is not perfect, the simulation
shows that the shape of the distribution is not a Gaussian
but can be described by a distribution as given by Eq. 1. We
think that this discrepancy is a result of the frame selection
and cleaning where tracks which are too blurred are rejected
due to the Hough transform and photons are removed which
are too much off the tracks. This leads to lower tails in the
distribution obtained with experimental data.
The FWHM of the fitted distribution function was in good
agreement for simulation and experiment, when we chose
d from 0.25–0.6 mm as the interval around the focal plane
in the simulation. Hence, we might conclude that our frame
selection leads to a selection of tracks within this interval
around the optical plane. The FHWM of the distribution func-
tion (Eq. 1) fitted to the experimental data was 248 µm for
the x-direction and 170 µm for z-direction. This value can
be understood as the position resolution that we obtained
with our setup for tracks in a region of roughly 0.25–0.6 mm
around the focal plane.
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5 Conclusions and outlook
We have demonstrated that it is possible to reconstruct three-
dimensional trajectories of particle propagation through a
scintillator by imaging two projections of the track on a pix-
elated single photon detector (the HPD). With our simple
optical setup, which consisted of two mirrors and two lenses,
and which had an optical magnification of 3.3, we could
achieve a resolution of 248 and 170 µm in x- and z-direction,
respectively.
The resolution of the method presented here is mainly lim-
ited by the optics used for collecting the scintillation light.
However, the main focus was a first “proof-of-principle”
demonstration and therefore we concentrated on the easi-
est possible setup which allowed sufficient light collection
efficiency for track imaging, i.e. placing the lens as close to
the scintillator as possible. For practical experiments where
larger volumes should be imaged a higher depth of focus
could be realized with larger lenses and a longer image dis-
tance between scintillator and lens at the cost of light collec-
tion efficiency. If a high light collection efficiency is required
for a good energy resolution, photomultipliers can be placed
at the other sides of the scintillator for this purpose.
A possible future application could be the search for neu-
trinoless double beta decay. In this case high resolution par-
ticle tracking is a valuable tool to identify background events
and enhance the significance of the observation. Another pos-
sible application could be high-energy single photon Comp-
ton imaging where particle tracking could be used to deter-
mine the momentum direction of the Compton scattered elec-
tron.
An additional application could be beam profile monitor-
ing at particle accelerators: high-energetic particles excite the
rest gas in the beam pipes which scintillates. An imaging of
this beam profile from multiple directions could be useful for
beam tuning.
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